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The subtle interplay between sea ice formation and ocean vertical mixing is hardly represented in current
large-scale models designed for climate studies. Convective mixing caused by the brine release when ice
forms is likely to prevail in leads and thin ice areas, while it occurs in models at the much larger horizon-
tal grid cell scale. Subgrid-scale parameterizations have hence been developed to mimic the effects of
small-scale convection using a vertical distribution of the salt rejected by sea ice within the mixed layer,
instead of releasing it in the top ocean layer. Such a brine rejection parameterization is included in the
global ocean–sea ice model NEMO-LIM3. Impacts on the simulated mixed layers and ocean temperature
and salinity profiles, along with feedbacks on the sea ice cover, are then investigated in both hemispheres.
The changes are overall relatively weak, except for mixed layer depths, which are in general excessively
reduced compared to observation-based estimates. While potential model biases prevent a definitive
attribution of this vertical mixing underestimation to the brine rejection parameterization, it is unlikely
that the latter can be applied in all conditions. In that case, salt rejections do not play any role in mixed
layer deepening, which is unrealistic. Applying the parameterization only for low ice–ocean relative
velocities improves model results, but introduces additional parameters that are not well constrained
by observations.

� 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Intense turbulent mixing at the surface of the ocean results in a
mixed layer whose dynamics regulates the exchanges between the
atmosphere and the ocean interior. In polar regions, the mixed
layer development is strongly affected by the presence of sea ice.
Sea ice dampens direct inputs of heat, momentum and mass from
the air, while it generates buoyancy fluxes at the sea surface when
it forms or melts. In turn, mixed layer characteristics impact the
sea ice energy balance by modulating the oceanic heat flux at the
base of the ice layer.

The large difference between seawater and sea ice salinities, the
latter being much lower, implies strong brine rejections during ice
formation, which may lead to destabilization and hence convective
mixing of the upper portion of the water column. This subtle
interplay between sea ice formation and mixing of the surface
layer is currently poorly represented in large-scale ocean–sea ice
models. Indeed, convection due to surface salt input occurs in
models at the grid cell scale (typically from 10 to 100 km), while
it is likely to prevail in the real ocean in leads and thin ice areas,
at horizontal scales ranging from 100 m to a few kilometers
(Duffy and Caldeira, 1997; Nguyen et al., 2009; Jin et al., 2012).

The errors caused by the misrepresentation of small-scale con-
vection in large-scale ocean models are examined by Jin et al.
(2012). In this study, a model is run on a 100� 100 horizontal grid
point domain at 1 and 30 km resolutions, and the ocean response
in a 30� 30 km box to a surface brine rejection is investigated.
The box therefore consists of 30� 30 grid points at 1 km resolution
and of a single column at 30 km resolution. On the one hand, in the
high resolution simulations, a localized brine rejection results in a
salt plume that sinks to the bottom of the mixed layer where it
spreads horizontally. The mixed layer actually shoals and the
increase in salinity is greater at its base than at the surface. The
same process has been observed and described in laboratory
experiments and field studies (Nguyen et al., 2009, and references
therein). On the other hand, in the low resolution simulations,
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where the salt input is by default spread out at the surface of the
30� 30 km box, large-scale convection induces a deepening of
the mixed layer and a vertically uniform salinity increase.

Subgrid-scale brine rejection parameterizations have been
developed and included in models to address the excessive mixing
issue and to mimic the effects of small-scale convection. Their
basic principle is to distribute vertically the salt rejected by sea
ice within or below the mixed layer, instead of releasing it in the
top ocean layer. Two preliminary studies (Duffy and Caldeira,
1997; Duffy et al., 1999) distributed the salt uniformly in the upper
160 m and down to the depth where density becomes 0.4 kg/m3

higher than at the surface. They noted improvements in the simu-
lated intermediate and deep salinities around Antarctica, as well as
in the modeled temperatures and convective activity. Subsequent
implementations consisted in a power-law distribution of rejected
brines within the mixed layer (Nguyen et al., 2009; Jin et al., 2012).
Focusing only on the Arctic, results showed improved modeling of
the Arctic cold halocline and reduction of excessive mixed layer
depths. Similar ideas have also been used in the context of paleo-
climate modeling. By releasing brines due to sea ice formation at
the bottom of the ocean, Bouttes et al. (2010) improved the simu-
lated carbon cycle during the last glacial maximum in an interme-
diate complexity climate model.

In the present study, the brine rejection parameterization
scheme of Nguyen et al. (2009) is introduced into the global
ocean–sea ice model NEMO-LIM3. The aim is to assess in details
its effects on the mixed layer depth and properties, in both the Arc-
tic and Antarctic, using a recently published mixed layer climatol-
ogy (Schmidtko et al., 2013) and hydrographic data provided by
animal-borne instruments in the Southern Ocean (Roquet et al.,
2013). Because the vertical mixing scheme in NEMO is different
from the one used in the above mentioned studies, this will also
provide an independent confirmation or invalidation of the results
previously obtained for the Arctic. Furthermore, the feedbacks trig-
gered by the parameterization on the sea ice cover are examined.

The paper is organized as follows. The NEMO-LIM3 model, the
experimental design and the brine rejection parameterization are
presented in Section 2. Observational data are described in Sec-
tion 3. Section 4 includes the analysis of the simulations results
and a discussion of the limitations of our experiments and of the
parameterization, and presents a simple method to refine the lat-
ter. A summary of our findings and concluding remarks are given
in Section 5.

2. Brine rejection parameterization in the ocean–sea ice model
NEMO-LIM3

2.1. Model configuration

NEMO-LIM3 is a global ocean–sea ice model routinely used in
climate studies. The ocean engine of NEMO (Nucleus for European
Modelling of the Ocean) is a finite-difference, hydrostatic, free-sur-
face, primitive-equation model (Madec, 2008). It is coupled to LIM3
(Louvain-la-Neuve sea Ice Model), a dynamic-thermodynamic sea
ice model with a representation of the subgrid-scale distributions
of ice thickness, enthalpy and salinity (Vancoppenolle et al.,
2009). The explicit inclusion of brine entrapment and drainage
makes the sea ice salinity variable both in space and in time. We
use version 3.5 of NEMO, with modifications to the sea ice code
that include changes in the time stepping and a reformulation of
ice–ocean fluxes allowing to track the different contributions to
the ice mass, salt and heat balances (Rousset et al., in preparation
for Geoscientific Model Development). Mesoscale eddies are
parameterized following Gent and Mcwilliams (1990).

The treatment of oceanic vertical mixing is of particular interest
in this study. We use the so-called TKE mixing scheme, introduced
in an earlier version of the model by Blanke and Delecluse (1993)
and progressively updated since then (Madec, 2008). The vertical
eddy viscosity and diffusivity depend on the prognostically com-
puted turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) and on diagnostic non-local
turbulent length scales. The TKE evolves in time through produc-
tion by vertical shear, destruction by stratification, vertical diffu-
sion and dissipation. In theory, this scheme solves the issue of
statically unstable density profiles in hydrostatic models because,
in that case, the stratification destruction term actually becomes
a source of TKE, thus yielding high mixing coefficients. An
enhanced vertical diffusion scheme is however used to ensure sta-
tic stability in the top ocean layers, where turbulent length scales
are bounded by the distance to the surface.

Our experimental design is largely similar to the NEMO-LIM3
simulation of Massonnet et al. (2011), where additional details
can be found. The model is initialized in 1948 using climatological
temperature and salinity data from the World Ocean Atlas 2001
(Conkright et al., 2002), and is run until the end of 2013. The atmo-
spheric forcing is provided by the NCEP/NCAR surface air temper-
ature and wind reanalysis data (Kalnay et al., 1996), and by
monthly climatologies for relative humidity, cloudiness, precipita-
tion and river runoffs. Surface heat fluxes are computed following
Goosse (1997), while the ice–ocean coupling is formulated as in
Goosse and Fichefet (1999). Simulations are performed on the
quasi-isotropic global tripolar grid ORCA1, based on the semi-ana-
lytical method of Madec and Imbard (1996), which has 1� resolu-
tion in the zonal direction. Vertical discretization is based on a
partial step z-coordinate, meaning that the thickness of the bottom
layer is allowed to vary to provide a better representation of the
bathymetry (Adcroft et al., 1997). The thicknesses of the 46 levels
otherwise range from 6 m at the surface to 20 m at 100 m depth,
and reach 250 m for the bottommost layer.

Among the differences in setup compared to Massonnet et al.
(2011) are the more recent model version used, tuned ice–ocean
drag coefficient (from 5� 10�3 to 3� 10�3) and snow thermal con-
ductivity (from 0.31 W K�1 m�1 to 0.25 W K�1 m�1), and a different
implementation of the sea surface salinity restoring towards the
PHC3 climatology (Polar Science Center Hydrographic Climatology,
Steele et al., 2001). The restoring consists in a damping term in the
surface freshwater budget and is necessary to avoid spurious
model drift outside the polar regions. Its time scale is 310 days
for a 50 m mixed layer. Here, the restoring term is multiplied by
ð1� cÞ, with c the sea ice concentration. This suppresses its influ-
ence almost completely in intense ice formation areas, and ensures
that the effects of the brine rejection parameterization are not
altered.

2.2. Simulated sea ice in the reference experiment

Despite changes in model configuration, sea ice results remain
relatively close to the ones obtained by Massonnet et al. (2011).
Key figures are given in Table 1.

In the Arctic, the sea ice extent mean seasonal cycle is well
reproduced compared to observations (Comiso, 2000), showing
only a positive bias around 1� 106 km2 throughout the year. The
ice volume appears significantly overestimated with respect to
the PIOMAS reanalysis using data assimilation (Pan-Arctic Ice
Ocean Modeling and Assimilation System, Schweiger et al., 2011),
but the offset is essentially caused by spurious ice accumulations
in narrow straits in the Canadian Arctic Archipelago, not accurately
represented in the model at 1� resolution. The phase and amplitude
of the ice volume seasonal cycle actually closely match the PIOMAS
data. Finally, both ice extent and volume trends are in very good
agreement with observations and reanalysis estimates.

In the Southern Hemisphere, the main discrepancy with avail-
able observations is an underestimation of the amplitude of the



Table 1
Sea ice metrics in observations or reanalyses, and in the reference (REF) and BRP experiments (see Table 2 for details). Sea ice extent is compared between 1983 and 2012 with
passive microwave products generated with the Bootstrap algorithm (Comiso, 2000). Arctic sea ice volume estimates are from the PIOMAS reanalysis (Schweiger et al., 2011) over
the 1983–2013 period. The Antarctic sea ice volume trend is from the model reconstruction by Massonnet et al. (2013) between 1980 and 2008.

Arctic Antarctic

Obs./reanalysis REF BRP Obs./reanalysis REF BRP

Max. monthly extent (106 km2) 15.5 16.5 16.5 19.2 18.4 18.6
Min. monthly extent (106 km2) 6.7 7.7 7.7 3.2 6.2 5.8
Trend extent (103 km2 year�1) �53 �58 �57 +21 +37 +36
Max. monthly volume (103 km3) 27.8 33.3 33.2 n/a 14.4 14.1
Min. monthly volume (103 km3) 11.2 17.3 17.2 n/a 3.7 3.3
Trend volume (km3 year�1) �346 �374 �377 +36 ± 34 +83 +66
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ice extent seasonal cycle, especially at the summer minimum. The
simulated upward trend in sea ice extent is also too large, as is the
trend in ice volume against the model reconstruction with data
assimilation by Massonnet et al. (2013). Compared to the ASPeCt
dataset based on shipboard observations (Antarctic Sea ice Pro-
cesses and Climate, Worby et al., 2008), the model tends to overes-
timate the sea ice thickness, except northeast of the Antarctic
Peninsula and along the coasts of East Antarctica and eastern Ross
Sea, where the opposite occurs. The mean absolute error in ice
thickness is 43 cm.

This brief evaluation of the sea ice results in the reference
experiment shows that NEMO-LIM3 is clearly appropriate to study
the impacts of a brine rejection parameterization on the oceanic
component of the system. The model skill in the representation
of this latter component is discussed in Section 4 together with
the changes induced by the parameterization. Nevertheless, we
note that Antarctic sea ice does not melt enough in summer in
the model, which could lead us to underestimate the parameteriza-
tion effect in the Southern Ocean when ice freezes up again in
autumn.
Table 2
List of sensitivity experiments.

Experiment Parameterization Maximum depth D

REF No –
BRP-1 Yes 1 Level above MLD.01
BRP Yes MLD.01
BRP + 1 Yes 1 Level below MLD.01
BRP_3 Yes MLD.03
BRPv For low ice–ocean relative velocities MLD.01
2.3. Brine rejection parameterization

In the standard model configuration, all surface fluxes linked to
the presence of sea ice are applied in the first ocean layer. In order
to mimic small-scale convection associated with sea ice formation,
brine rejection parameterizations (BRP) distribute the rejected salt
directly within the mixed layer. Owing to its positive buoyancy,
low salinity water resulting from sea ice melt is always placed in
the uppermost layer.

Based on salt plume physics, laboratory and numerical experi-
ments, Nguyen et al. (2009) found the optimal brine vertical distri-
bution sðzÞ to be a power law:

sðzÞ ¼ Azn if z 6 D

0 if z > D

(

where z is depth, A a normalizing factor equal to nþ1
Dnþ1 ; D a measure

of the mixed layer depth (MLD) and n ¼ 5. The large n implies that
most of the salt is rejected at the bottom of the mixed layer. The
same value was found independently by Jin et al. (2012) for small
leads using their high resolution model. Since the shape of the dis-
tribution seems well constrained, we only test here the sensitivity
of the BRP to the distribution maximum depth.

Nguyen et al. (2009) took D as the depth corresponding to a
density gradient of 0.02 kg m�4. Jin et al. (2012) rather used the
MLD provided in their model by the turbulence k-profile parame-
terization. In NEMO, the mixed layer base is determined by default
by a density difference of 0.01 kg m�3 compared to the value at
10 m depth, which is the second oceanic level in our vertical dis-
cretization. This low density threshold is found to be appropriate
to identify the almost perfectly homogeneous simulated mixed
layers. An additional diagnostic, based on the 0.03 kg m�3 thresh-
old recommended by de Boyer Montégut et al. (2004) for observed
density profiles, is also implemented. These mixed layers depths
are denoted MLD.01 and MLD.03, respectively. Besides the refer-
ence simulation where the BRP is disabled, four sensitivity exper-
iments are performed, in which the BRP is turned on and D is set
to one level above MLD.01, MLD.01, one level below MLD.01 and
MLD.03. The latter corresponds almost everywhere to the deepest
distribution. A sixth experiment, in which the BRP is only activated
for low ice–ocean relative velocities, is mentioned here for com-
pleteness and is further discussed in Section 4.3. The experiments
are summarized in Table 2.

An important hypothesis, made here as well as in all previous
studies, is that all the salt is rejected by sea ice in a localized man-
ner (for instance in leads). This amounts to saying that all the salt
originating from sea ice has to be handled with the parameteriza-
tion, thus distributed vertically.
3. Observational data

Observational data used to validate the ocean model results
come from two sources: the MIMOC climatology (Monthly Isopyc-
nal and Mixed layer Ocean Climatology) and the MEOP-CTD hydro-
graphic dataset (Marine Mammals Exploring the Oceans Pole to
Pole).

The MIMOC global upper-ocean climatology (Schmidtko et al.,
2013) is based on conductivity–temperature–depth (CTD) profiles
from the World Ocean Database (i.e., shipboard data), Argo floats
and automated Ice-Tethered Profilers (ITP). The inclusion of the lat-
ter increases dramatically the number of upper-ocean observations
in the Arctic Ocean, in all seasons, since 2004 (Krishfield et al.,
2008). The MIMOC product includes MLDs computed from individ-
ual profiles with the Holte and Talley (2009) algorithm. We use the
weighted mean monthly fields.

In the Southern Ocean, most of the observations used to con-
struct the MIMOC climatology come from summertime cruises,
because Argo floats can hardly sample the ocean beneath sea ice
and because there is no equivalent to the ITP project in the Antarc-
tic. Therefore, we also compare our results with the MEOP-CTD
dataset (Roquet et al., 2011, 2013), a calibrated compilation of tem-
perature and salinity (T/S) profiles collected by hundreds of seals
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equipped with CTD sensors between 2004 and 2011. These seal-
derived data are nowadays the largest source of hydrographic
information south of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC). A
MLD climatology is built from the dataset in the following way.

For each profile, the MLD.01 and MLD.03 are computed as in the
model, except that the reference density value is taken at 15 m
depth. This is very often the first available T/S value in the profile.
Profiles without data at this depth are rejected. In some cases, the
required density difference is not reached until the deepest T/S
measurement, because the seal did not reach the mixed layer base
or because the mixed layer extended down to the seafloor. Includ-
ing such profiles barely changes the resulting climatology, hence
we keep the maximum depth with data as a lower limit for the
MLD. Finally, for each ORCA1 grid cell and each month, the avail-
able MLD values are averaged to obtain the climatology. In the fol-
lowing figures, all grid points with data are plotted on maps, while
only those with at least 5 MLD values are shown on scatter plots, in
order to reduce the uncertainty associated with poorly sampled
regions in the seal-derived data.

A comparison between MIMOC and MEOP-CTD MLDs in the
Southern Ocean is shown in Fig. 1. As a reminder, MIMOC MLDs
are computed thanks to the Holte and Talley (2009) algorithm.
When comparing their algorithm outputs with the 0.03 kg m�3

density threshold method for Argo profiles (i.e., not under sea
ice), they show that the latter slightly overestimates MLDs. We
choose to compare the MIMOC climatology with MLD.01 from
the MEOP-CTD data, since this stricter criterion appears better sui-
ted for the weakly stratified under-ice ocean in the Southern
Hemisphere.

In Fig. 1a, a reasonable agreement between MIMOC and MEOP-
CTD is obtained in the open ocean, while the MLDs are severely
underestimated by MIMOC over continental shelves (how we
define exactly these regions is explained in the next section). The
slopes of the least squares linear fits shown in the figure and the
correlation coefficients are, respectively, 0.93 and 0.62 in the open
ocean, and 0.33 and 0.49 on the shelves. Maps are shown for May
(Fig. 1b–d), as a compromise between deepening mixed layers and
decreasing seal data coverage towards winter. They confirm that
the errors between the two climatologies are generally smaller
than 30 m away from the continent, but that MIMOC misses the
deep MLDs along the coast of East Antarctica, by more than
150 m in several places. Note that this underestimation would
have been even larger if we had used the MLD.03 criterion for
MEOP-CTD, which would have yielded deeper mixed layers for this
dataset.
Fig. 1. Comparison of MIMOC and MEOP-CTD MLDs. Scatter plot of MIMOC MLD
versus MEOP-CTD MLD.01 (a), and maps of MIMOC MLD (b), MEOP-CTD MLD.01 (c)
and their difference (MEOP-CTD – MIMOC, d) in May. In the scatter plot, a distinction
is made between the points in the Antarctic open ocean and over the Antarctic
shelves, solid lines are least squares linear fits and the dashed line is the diagonal.
4. Results and discussion

The NEMO-LIM3 response to the introduction of a brine
rejection parameterization is now explored in both polar regions,
as well as the model sensitivity to the choice of the vertical
distribution depth. We examine model outputs averaged over the
1983–2013 period, except for the evaluation against the MEOP-CTD
dataset, for which the 2004–2011 period is considered.

In what follows, some diagnostics are performed over three
selected areas (Fig. 2). Large changes occur in the central part of
the Arctic Ocean, hence we identify the ‘‘Arctic Basin’’ (AB) as the
region enclosed by the 500 m isobath and the 80�N parallel in Fram
Strait (with a limited number of adjustments to avoid isolated grid
cells). In the Antarctic, we distinguish between the ‘‘Antarctic open
ocean’’ (AOO) and the ‘‘Antarctic shelves’’ (AS), based on the large
differences in sea ice production rates and associated mixed layer
regimes. The limit between both areas is normally the 1000 m
isobath. However, the net ice growth over the Amundsen and
Bellingshausen Seas shelves is much lower than in the Ross Sea



Fig. 2. Selected areas for the results analysis: Arctic basin (AB), Antarctic open
ocean (AOO) and Antarctic shelves (AS).
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for instance, implying shallower MLDs (Petty et al., 2014). These
shelf regions, along with the northern part of the Antarctic
Peninsula, are excluded from AS. The northern limit of AOO is
chosen as to ensure that the largest fraction of the area is covered
with sea ice in winter.

In addition to the MLD.01 and MLD.03, the model also provides
the turbocline depth (TCD). It is defined as the depth at which the
vertical eddy diffusivity given by the TKE scheme falls below a
given value, namely 5 cm/s2. As a consequence, the turbocline is
the actively mixing layer at the surface of the ocean, while
MLD.01 and MLD.03 are only weakly stratified layers, i.e. mixed
layers.

4.1. Arctic Ocean

The main impact of the BRP inclusion in the model is a dramatic
reduction in mixed layer depths (except in late summer), clearly
seen from their spatially-averaged seasonal cycles shown in
Fig. 3a and b. The deeper the vertical salt distribution, the larger
the effect. This result is not surprising and is in line with previous
studies (Nguyen et al., 2009; Jin et al., 2012). In the absence of sea
ice, upper-ocean mixing is caused by wind stirring and/or by sur-
face heat losses. The presence of sea ice lessens the role of these
processes, leaving negative buoyancy fluxes linked to brine rejec-
tion as the main reason for mixed layer deepening. This has been
shown explicitly by Petty et al. (2014) for Antarctic continental
shelves. The BRP not only suppresses this deepening mechanism,
but also restratifies the mixed layer, since salt is distributed
according to an increasing function of depth.

The comparison between the model results and the MIMOC cli-
matology is not direct because of the various MLD definitions used.
Without BRP, the different criteria in the model agree within 10 m
at the winter maximum, and overestimate the MIMOC value by 10
to 25 m. Summer minima, on the other hand, are constantly under-
estimated. This latter bias, common in current climate models and
possibly caused by a poor or missing representation of mixing pro-
cesses like surface waves and Langmuir circulations (Huang et al.,
2014), is beyond the scope of the present paper. When the BRP is
introduced, the gap widens between the MLDs obtained from the
three criteria in the model. The TCD undergoes the largest decrease
and becomes in all cases close to the minimum allowed model
value (12 m). The MLD.03 is significantly affected only when the
brine distribution depth is the MLD.03 itself. The MLD.01, which
we consider the best characterization of the almost perfectly
homogeneous modeled mixed layers, is excessively reduced com-
pared to MIMOC, although the amplitude of the seasonal cycle fits
the climatology better, in particular for experiment BRP.

Maps of MLDs in March are shown in Fig. 4 for MIMOC and for
MLD.01 in experiments REF and BRP. Mixed layers exceeding
100 m occur in REF around Greenland and in the east part of the
Canadian Arctic Archipelago, as well as in the western Labrador
Sea and the Hudson Bay, in stark contrast to observations. These
biases compared to MIMOC are effectively reduced in BRP. Besides,
the maps confirm the excessive MLD decrease in the Arctic basin
shown in Fig. 3. On average, there is a switch from an overestima-
tion of the order of 15 m in REF to an underestimation of around
10 m in BRP with respect to MIMOC.

The mean upper-ocean vertical temperature and salinity pro-
files in March are plotted for all experiments in Fig. 5a and d. As
for MLDs, the BRP effect is larger when the maximum distribution
depth is greater, but their overall shape remains largely
unchanged, as would be a comparison with observed data. The
sea surface salinity (SSS) decreases by less than 0.05 psu on aver-
age in the AB area in experiment BRP compared to REF. Salinity
below 20 m tends to marginally increase when the BRP is acti-
vated, as expected from the design of the parameterization.

Sea surface temperature (SST) is forced to remain close to the
freezing point due to the presence of sea ice, itself strongly con-
strained by the atmospheric forcing. In the subsurface, a warming
of the water column is noted when the BRP is activated. This is
explained by the weaker vertical mixing, which reduces the
upward heat transfer in the ocean and therefore lowers the heat
losses to the atmosphere active in autumn and winter. The warm-
ing is maximum between 15 and 30 m and vanishes below 100 m.
On average in the upper 100 m, the temperature is 0.02 �C higher
in BRP than in REF from autumn to spring. To a large extent, the
difference persists in summer. The reason why changes remain
limited is the near freezing temperatures characterizing the cold
halocline in the Arctic Ocean, well visible in the upper 40 m of
the mean profile in Fig. 5a but extending deeper in certain areas.
Such a subsurface warming is also noticeable in the results of
Nguyen et al. (2009).

As mentioned by Jin et al. (2012), the effects of the BRP on Arctic
sea ice are weak. The parameterization slightly enhances the oce-
anic heat flux at the ice base, through a mechanism that will be
described in more details for the Southern Ocean, where the signal
is stronger. In the Arctic, given the prescribed atmospheric forcing
used by the model, the change is too small to influence markedly
the sea ice cover. The latter is indeed nearly identical in all exper-
iments. Figures are shown for REF and BRP in Table 1.

Besides some similarities between our results and those of
Nguyen et al. (2009) and Jin et al. (2012), two important differ-
ences are also noted. First, while the reductions in mixed layer
thickness following the introduction of the BRP are of the same
order of magnitude, neither of those studies concludes to an exces-
sive MLD decrease. This is essentially due to their reference exper-
iment having positive biases in MLD compared to observations that
are clearly larger than ours. Second, the changes in vertical T/S pro-
files appear much smaller in our results. This difference in ocean
response is at least partly explained by the higher background ver-
tical diffusivity used in our model setup (1:2� 10�5 m/s2 against
1� 10�6 m/s2, see also Section 4.3).

4.2. Southern Ocean

In the REF experiment, one prominent feature of the under-ice
winter mixed layer is the deep MLDs simulated in the Ross and
Weddell Seas (Fig. 4f). These reach 500 m along the ice shelves,
which implies the destratification of a significant fraction of the
water column and the production of dense cold and saline waters
over the continental shelves. MLDs close to and locally exceeding
200 m also occur along the coast of East Antarctica. Lower sea ice
formation rates imply lower MLDs in the Amundsen and Bellings-
hausen Seas and around the northern tip of the Antarctic Penin-
sula. This MLD pattern is most similar with other recent
modeling studies (Petty et al., 2014; Holland et al., 2014).



Fig. 3. Seasonal cycles of mixed layer and turbocline depths, for the MIMOC climatology and model experiments, in the Arctic basin (a, b), Antarctic open ocean (c, d) and
Antarctic shelves (e, f) areas. MLD.01s are shown as thick solid lines (left), and TCDs and MLD.03s as thin solid lines and as dashed lines, respectively (right). Following the
discussion in Section 3, the MIMOC climatology is not plotted for the Antarctic shelves area.
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The agreement between model mixed layers and observations
is relatively good in the Antarctic open ocean area. The spatially-
averaged model MLD.01 winter maximum is less than 10 m smal-
ler than the MIMOC value of 100 m, and it occurs one month later
(Fig. 3c). This slight underestimation is confirmed by a comparison
with the MEOP-CTD data (Fig. 6a and c). Over the Antarctic conti-
nental shelves, where we have shown that the MIMOC MLDs are
unrealistic (Section 3), we consider only the seal-derived data. In
this area, the mean model MLD.01 reaches as much as 190 m in
September (Fig. 3e). Fig. 6a shows that it might still be underesti-



Fig. 4. MIMOC MLDs (a, e) and model MLD.01s for experiments REF (b, f), BRP (c, g) and their difference (BRP – REF; d, h). Blue (red) areas in panels (d) and (h) correspond to
shallower (deeper) mixed layers in BRP compared to REF. Maps are shown for March in the Northern Hemisphere and for September in the Southern Hemisphere. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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mated on average compared to reality. The map for May in Fig. 6c
indicates that too shallow MLDs occur along the coast of East Ant-
arctica, but that the model mixed layer is too deep in the Weddell
Sea. No data is available in the Ross Sea. Finally, the summer MLD
problem is also present in the Southern Ocean, as well as a strong
positive bias in MLDs in the ACC in the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans
(Fig. 4e and f).

As in the Northern Hemisphere, including the BRP results in a
significant mixed layer shallowing in ice-covered areas. Again,
the effects are more pronounced for deeper brine distributions
and for the turbocline depth (Fig. 3c–f). The maximum value of
the average TCD is indeed less than 50 m in all experiments with
the BRP, while it is not too different from MLD.01 in the reference
experiment. In the Antarctic, MLD reductions are stronger in
regions where much sea ice forms, reaching there often more than
150 m for MLD.01 (Fig. 4f–h).

Given the relatively good mixed layer representation in the ice-
covered areas of the Southern Ocean in the REF experiment, the
BRP inclusion degrades the model performance by yielding too
shallow MLDs. The issue is especially clear over the continental
shelves. The spatially-averaged MLD.01 in the AS region decreases
by almost 100 m in September for experiment BRP (Fig. 3e). The
reductions mostly occur in areas where the MLD was already
underestimated in REF, whereas the simulation is only partly
improved in the Weddell Sea (Fig. 6b and d). In AOO, for the same
experiments, the MLD.01 diminishes by more than 20 m on aver-
age in September, leading to an underestimation of the seasonal
cycle maximum by more than 30 m with respect to MIMOC.
(Fig. 3c).

Consistently with the MLD changes, the BRP impacts on the
mean vertical salinity and temperature profiles in September are
larger in the AS area than in AOO (Fig. 5). The decrease in SSS is less
than 0.01 psu in experiment BRP compared to REF in AOO, while it
is 0.03 psu in AS. The increase in salinity in the subsurface between
these two experiments reaches 0.01 psu at 60 m depth in AOO and
the same value at 300 m in AS. The difference becomes much smal-
ler in AOO below 200 m. The analysis of the mean response below
400 m depth in AS becomes gradually less significant due to the
diminishing number of grid points participating in the average.

As in the Arctic, reduced vertical mixing in autumn and winter
in simulations with the BRP induces a warming of the water col-
umn, except at the surface which remains at the freezing point.
Changes are however larger due to the presence of warmer water
below the surface layer in the Southern Ocean. The temperature
is up to 0.1 �C higher in experiment BRP compared to REF at
60 m depth in AOO, while the difference is fairly constant at almost
0.15 �C in the upper 400 m in AS. These changes, originating in
MLD differences in the winter season, are partly maintained in
summer.

The link between sea ice-related surface processes and bottom
ocean properties in the Antarctic has long been recognized (e.g.,
Goosse and Fichefet, 1999). Given the previous results, the inclu-
sion of the BRP is expected to have an influence on the cold and sal-
ine waters present on the continental shelves around Antarctica.
The bottom temperature indeed increases by more than 0.2 �C in
the Weddell and Ross Seas and along the coast of East Antarctica,
and the bottom salinity by up to 0.03 psu in the Ross Sea (not
shown). These changes do not help reducing the model biases of
deep ocean properties. The Antarctic Bottom Water body also
becomes warmer and saltier in experiment BRP, but the length of
our simulations does not allow us to be conclusive on this matter.

The ocean changes caused by the introduction of the BRP are
sufficient to affect sea ice, through modifications of the oceanic
heat flux at its base, in spite of the prescribed atmospheric forcing.



Fig. 5. Mean model temperature and salinity profiles in the Arctic basin (a, d), Antarctic open ocean (b, e) and Antarctic shelves (c, f) areas, for March in the Northern
Hemisphere and for September in the Southern Hemisphere.
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Reducing the vertical mixing has two competing effects on this
flux. On the one hand, less mixing tends to lower the upward heat
transfer from the ocean subsurface to the ice, thus reducing the
heat flux. On the other hand, smaller heat losses to the atmosphere
in autumn and winter have been shown to increase the upper-
ocean temperature. Yet, during winter, vertical mixing events, such
as those induced by storms, are able to transfer heat from this layer
to the sea ice base (Jackson et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2013). This
process is associated with a larger heat flux when the subsurface
is warmer, as in BRP.

Looking at the heat flux maps in September for experiment BRP
and at differences with REF (Fig. 7c and d), we note that the first
effect dominates in coastal areas undergoing intense heat flux in
the reference experiment. Elsewhere, the second effect prevails,
resulting in a higher heat flux when the BRP is included. The com-
bined influence of these changes and of ice advection patterns
explains the differences in sea ice thickness between experiments
BRP and REF (Fig. 7a and b). For instance, the smaller heat fluxes
encountered in the eastern Weddell Sea generate positive ice
thickness anomalies that are transported along the Filchner-Ronne
Ice Shelf and the Antarctic Peninsula by the cyclonic gyre existing
in this region. Overall, sea ice is generally thicker along the coast,
by up to 0.2 m, while it is thinner in the open ocean, mainly in
the Pacific and Atlantic sectors, where the decrease reaches
0.2 m. Because thinner ice retreats further south in summer, and
because the shallower mixed layer has a smaller inertia in winter,
the seasonal cycle of ice extent is slightly stronger in experiment
BRP, by 0:6� 106 m2 (Table 1). Nonetheless, for both the thickness
and the extent, the changes are insufficient to correct the model
errors compared to observations.
4.3. Limitations of the approach and simple refinement of the
parameterization

Field and numerical studies have shown that the salt rejected
during intense sea ice formation at the surface of a slowly moving
lead mainly settles at the base of the mixed layer, instead of being
incorporated uniformly within it (Smith and Morison, 1998;
Morison and McPhee, 1998; Matsumura and Hasumi, 2008; Jin
et al., 2012). As a consequence, the mixed layer is made shallower
and more stratified. This provides a sound physical basis for the
brine rejection parameterization proposed by Nguyen et al. (2009).

It may therefore appear surprising that the introduction of the
BRP does not systematically provide a closer match between our
model results and observations. In the Arctic, mixed layer depths
are better simulated with a BRP only around Greenland and in
the east part of the Canadian Arctic Archipelago, the western Lab-
rador Sea and Hudson Bay. Anywhere else, namely inside the Arctic
Ocean and in the Antarctic, MLDs are excessively reduced in simu-
lations with a BRP compared to climatologies and hydrographic
products. This is particularly obvious over the continental shelves
around Antarctica.

Another feature of interest in the model results is the enhanced
gap that appears when the BRP is activated between the MLDs
computed from density threshold methods and the TCD. Under
growing sea ice, vertical mixing in the upper ocean is mainly due
to convection caused by negative buoyancy fluxes linked to brine
rejection. The BRP suppresses this effect, resulting in a very low
vertical mixing. This is immediately reflected in the depth of the
turbocline, the latter being by definition the layer of active mixing.
By contrast, as defined in this study, the MLD decreases only if



Fig. 6. Comparison of MEOP-CTD and model MLDs. The MLD.01 is shown in all cases.
Scatter plots of MEOP-CTD versus REF (a) and BRP (b) experiments, and maps of
differences REF – MEOP-CTD (c) and BRP – MEOP-CTD (d) in May. In the scatter plots, a
distinction is made between the points inthe Antarctic open ocean and over the Antarctic
shelves, solid lines are least squares linear fits and the dashed line is the diagonal.
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restratification takes place. The stratification visible close to the
surface in vertical profiles in ice-covered regions (Fig. 5) is a sign
of an extremely shallow mixing layer, but is too weak to diminish
the MLDs as much as the TCD (Fig. 3). In a broader perspective, the
lack of vertical mixing would be problematic if NEMO was coupled
to a biogeochemical model. This would indeed impede vertical
replenishment of nutrients and strongly alter surface
biogeochemical cycles (e.g., Vancoppenolle et al., 2013; Smith
et al., 2014).

Since the BRP can only reduce MLDs, whether the parameteriza-
tion improves the comparison with observations actually depends
on the model mean state. Consequently, an evaluation of the
parameterization is inevitably linked to the biases present in the
standard version of the model. We have already mentioned in Sec-
tion 4.1 that poorly-represented or missing processes, among
which surface waves and Langmuir circulations, could explain
shortfalls in simulated vertical mixing during summer (Huang
et al., 2014). The biases that we have pointed out in winter in sim-
ulations with a BRP could hence also originate in the absence or
misrepresentation of such mixing sources. In particular, the NEMO
TKE scheme includes parameterizations of near-inertial wave
breaking and Langmuir turbulence, but they require further testing
and development (Calvert and Siddorn, 2013; Rodgers et al., 2014),
and potentially some adaptations in ice-covered oceans. Moreover,
no submesoscale eddy parameterization is activated in our model
configuration, although the primary impact would anyway be a
shoaling of the mixed layer, especially in polar winter regions
(Fox-Kemper et al., 2011).

The background vertical diffusivity is one key model parameter
that could as well influence our conclusions. This diffusivity is used
to account for unresolved and otherwise unparameterized mixing
processes. Lowering its value has been shown to improve Arctic
Ocean simulations, in models using both the turbulence k-profile
parameterization (Zhang and Steele, 2007; Nguyen et al., 2009)
or TKE mixing schemes (Komuro, 2014). As a test, the experiments
REF and BRP have been repeated with a tenfold reduction of the
background vertical diffusivity poleward of 60� N and of 60� S.
The reference value (1:2� 10�5 m/s2) was maintained between
50� N and 50� S, with linear transitions between the different sec-
tors. While results are barely affected in the Antarctic, the model
mean state in the Arctic is indeed significantly impacted. Under-
ice mixed layers shoal rather uniformly. As a result, the regions
where the BRP improves the agreement with observations are
more limited, and the MLDs underestimation in other regions is
more pronounced. The behavior of the parameterization itself is
nonetheless unchanged.

In spite of the reservations expressed above about the attribu-
tion of biases to the BRP, it is doubtful that the parameterization
can be applied in all conditions to all the salt rejected by sea ice.
This simplification, also used in previous studies, totally suppresses
the potential of brine rejections to deepen the mixed layer. With
the BRP turned on, their effect becomes on the contrary to weakly
restratify the mixed layer, which is unrealistic.

Firstly, although in the wintertime open waters undergo the
highest heat losses to the atmosphere and hence the highest freez-
ing rates (Maykut, 1978), only a fraction of the ice volume is
formed in leads. The remaining fraction is produced at much larger
horizontal scales, in particular by bottom accretion below the
existing ice cover. As noted by Jin et al. (2012), the BRP becomes
unnecessary for such widespread salt input at the ocean surface,
for which the model vertical mixing scheme is likely to work prop-
erly. Identifying the part of the brine that is rejected in a localized
manner and has to be handled with the BRP is, however, not easy.
Using the BRP only for the salt rejected in the open-water fraction
of the grid cell barely changes the model results compared to the
reference experiment (not shown). This is because openings within



Fig. 7. September sea ice thicknesses (a) and oceanic heat fluxes (c) in experiment BRP, and differences with experiment REF (BRP – REF; b, d). Red (blue) areas in panels (b)
and (d) correspond to thicker (thinner) ice or higher (lower) heat flux in BRP. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)

Fig. 8. MLD.01s in model experiment BRPv, for March in the Arctic (a) and for
September in the Antarctic (b). Large dots, empty circles and small dots indicate
areas where the BRP applies to 100%, more than 50% and less than 50% of the salt
rejected by sea ice, respectively. The BRP is not applied in areas without symbols.
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the sea ice cover refreeze quickly, making the open-water fraction
and the associated sea ice production very low.

Secondly, studies based on field observations and on model
results have shown that ice–water relative velocities higher than
5 cm s�1 prevent the formation of salt plumes (Morison et al.,
1992; Smith and Morison, 1993; Muench et al., 1995; Kantha,
1995; Skyllingstad and Denbo, 2001). In that case, mixing gener-
ated by shear turbulence dominates convective mixing, the salt
rejected at the surface simply mixes into the mixed layer and the
application of a BRP is not appropriate. This might explain why
results are not as problematic in the Arctic as below the faster-
moving Antarctic sea ice.

Finally, it is not clear whether the BRP is valid for the very deep
MLDs encountered over the Southern Ocean continental shelves.
Although these parameterizations were at first developed for the
Antarctic (Duffy and Caldeira, 1997; Duffy et al., 1999), it would
be surprising that salt plumes generated by narrow leads reach
the mixed layer base situated several hundred meters below the
surface. Other types of convection schemes have been proposed
to address specifically the problem of deep convection (Kim and
Stössel, 2001). Applying such methods might yield better results
than the BRP tested here in deep mixed layer areas.

Among the three issues raised above, testing a parameterization
including a dependency on the ice–ocean relative velocity appears
to be the most straightforward and instructive. Accordingly, an addi-
tional experiment called BRPv is performed, corresponding to the
simulation BRP with the parameterization only active for low veloc-
ities. In practice, the instantaneous ice–ocean relative velocity is
used to compute the fraction of the rejected salt that is handled with
the BRP. This fraction is 1 below 2.5 cm/s and 0 above 7.5 cm/s, and
increases linearly between these two values. The remaining salt
fraction is rejected in the top ocean layer. Results are shown in Fig. 8.

In the Arctic, the parameterization is applied in the same way as
in the BRP experiment in and north of the Canadian Arctic Archi-
pelago, in Baffin Bay and in sparse coastal sectors. Besides, between
50% and 100% of the rejected salt is distributed vertically in most of
the Arctic Ocean, where it allows to recover MLDs that are closer to
the MIMOC climatology. On average in the AB area, the winter
maximum of MLD.01 is still underestimated by 5 m in BRPv with
respect to MIMOC (not shown). The BRP finally does not apply east
of Greenland and in the Labrador Sea, where the model biases pres-
ent in the reference simulation therefore reappear. In the Antarctic,
the BRP is only applied in very limited coastal areas, and to less
than 50% of the rejected salt in parts of the Weddell and Ross Seas.
As a consequence, MLDs are much less reduced in BRPv than in
BRP, the best match with observations being nevertheless still pro-
vided by REF.
Although this simple refinement of the BRP improves the simu-
lated MLDs, it also brings new significant sources of uncertainty. In
particular, a proper behavior of the parameterization relies on a
correct representation of both the sea ice circulation and the ocean
surface currents. Furthermore, the choice of the velocity thresholds
used to separate the different mixing regimes is rather arbitrary.
They could be considered as ad hoc model tuning parameters.
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5. Conclusions

In this study, a brine rejection parameterization has been intro-
duced in the global ocean–sea ice model NEMO-LIM3. The aim of
this parameterization is to mimic the effects of small-scale convec-
tion associated with intense brine rejections in leads in winter, and
to avoid excessive grid-scale mixing. The basic principle is to dis-
tribute the salt rejected by sea ice according to a power-law profile
within the mixed layer, a greater fraction being deposited at its
base than at the surface. Model results were validated against
two recently published products, namely a mixed layer depth cli-
matology and a hydrographic dataset derived from seal-borne
CTD sensors.

The main effect of the parameterization is to reduce signifi-
cantly the mixed layer depth in ice-covered areas. Salinity
decreases at the surface and marginally increases in the subsur-
face. Less heat is lost to the atmosphere in autumn and winter,
due to the reduced vertical mixing, inducing an increase in
upper-ocean temperature. In the Antarctic, the oceanic changes
are large enough as to impact the sea ice thickness, although the
atmospheric forcing is prescribed.

While mixed layer depths are locally in the Northern Hemi-
sphere in better agreement with observational estimates, the
reduction in surface mixing is in general too strong, hence degrad-
ing model results in most regions. Uncertainties in the comparison
to observations and inaccuracies in the representation of other
mixing processes prevent a definitive attribution of these biases
to the brine rejection parameterization itself. However, in the
way it is first applied here, all brine rejections from sea ice are
unrealistically turned into a process which restratifies the mixed
layer, without any deepening effect left.

In reality, salt plumes are likely to occur only for low ice–ocean
relative velocities, otherwise shear-driven mixing is dominant over
convective mixing, and for the salt rejected in a localized manner,
which is not easy to identify in a model. Including a dependency on
the relative velocities has been tested and shown to yield clear
improvements in the simulated mixed layer depths. Yet, this
comes at the price of introducing new poorly constrained parame-
ters in the design of the parameterization. A more explicit
approach is possible and promising. Following Holland (2003),
the ice–ocean fluxes can be differentiated at the subgrid-scale
across sea ice categories and open water, and the oceanic condi-
tions and mixing regimes below each category can be represented.
This is the subject of ongoing work.
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